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Freedom of speech is a citizen’s fundamental right, but no right is without limit, 
so is freedom of speech, one cannot violate other people’s privacy when he performs 
his right. What the deepest problem in the first case of “human flesh search” reflects 
is how to balance the protection of netizen’s freedom of speech and the privacy of the 
victim. In the past juridical practice, the right to privacy is not a dependent right of 
personality, and it is protected only by being treated as right to reputation. Although 
the two rights have something in common, but they are different rights after all. For 
freedom of speech, it is a fundamental right defined by law, and also there are some 
principles limiting it, but what always happens is that one’s privacy is violated 
because of others’ abusing of freedom of speech. Therefore, it is necessary to make it 
clear the limitation of freedom of speech and the explicit contents of right to privacy.  
This paper includes four chapters, amounts to eleven subchapters. 
Chapter one first introduces the basic knowledge of “human flesh research” and 
the right to privacy， then combines the current situation， analyses the status quo of 
protection of privacy. 
Chapter two makes it clear what cyber-violence is, and the essence of the 
netizens’ behaviour is violating people’s privacy. The end of this chapter is to show 
the limitation between moral criticism and protection of privacy. 
Chapter three mainly talks about how to coordinate privacy and freedom of 
speech. Freedom of speech is a citizen’s fundamental right, but it is also restricted by 
some important legal rules, especially cannot violate others’ privacy. 
Chapter four, as a conclusive part, mainly talks about how to coordinate freedom 
of speech and the right to privacy. 
The first case of “human flesh research” has dropped the curtain, but it is not an 
end, it is a beginning that “human flesh research” enters into justice. How to use this 
neutral technology becomes a problem that cannot be avoided in our life. So legal 
systems and moral self-discipline are needed urgently. 
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